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TDD practices

Topics 

	Characteristics of good tests 
	What is and why TDD? 
	TDD development cycle 
	TDD best practices 
	TDD anti-patterns 
	Testable code best practices


Characters of Good Tests 

	Run fast 
	Short setup, run time, tear down 



	Run in isolation 
	Tests should not rely on data or state created/modified by other tests 
	Tests should be able to be reordered 



	Use data that makes them easy to read and understand 
	Use real data whenever possible 
	Use copies of production data if possible 



	Repeatable 
	Should return same result each time it runs
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Thanks a lot for this amazing interactive codecamp! I hope you have more such codecamps to come. Please subscribe to jpassion if you haven't already!

Vikram Srinivasan









Excellent code-camp!! Strong emphasis on hands-on training with lots of code examples. Code camp was packed with lots of examples and a much better explanation than i have ever received in the past on the subject.  Looking forward to many more code-camps this year

Rob









Thanks for your codecamp on TDD, it will help a lot at my work dealing with our code base!

Etienne Savard









This is my first code camp with JPassion, felt it is very useful for TDD using mock objects

Hussain Mohammed Ashruf









This is an excellent training course for TDD development.  Thank you, Sang!

Tianfu Mao









Very very useful codecamp! JPassion.com must create a subscription fee just for live codecamp or any specialized course.

Wilfredo Martinez
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Java Web Programming Basics (Servlet/JSP)	

	

Java OO Programming	

	

Web Services Programming	

	

Java REST Programming	

	

JUnit, Mocking, TDD, Refactoring	

	

Java EE Programming	

	

Docker	

	

Spring REST Programming using JAX-RS	

	

JavaScript and JQuery	

	

JPA Programming 	

	

Java Development Tools	

	

MySQL Programming	

	

Groovy and Grails Programming 	

	

Hibernate Programming	

	

Angular 2 Programming	

	

Angular 1 Programming	

	

HTML5 Programming	

	

Android Programming 	

	

Java Performance 	

	

Ruby on Rails Programming	

	

Hadoop Programming	
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